Tools for modern developers
GitLab unifies issues, code reviews, CI and CD into a single UI

GitLab v14 provides the following:

- Version control and repository management based on Git
- Continuous Integration/Deployment tool (GitLab CI/CD)
- Issue management, bug tracking and boards
- Code Review functionality and Review Apps tool
- Code Quality and code security capabilities
- Built-in Container registry for Docker images
- Integration with Kubernetes and cloud native applications
- ChatOp tool (Mattermost)
- Auto DevOps
- Rich API and hooks
- Web IDE
- Repository mirroring and high availability (HA)
- Service Desk (ticketing system)
- Development Analytics
- Performance monitoring
- InnerSourcing and Wiki (version controlled)
- Integration with IDEs like Visual Studio, VS Code, Eclipse, Intellij and Koding
- Integration with JIRA, Jenkins, Slack, Docker, Kubernetes, LDAP and more
- Self-hosted (on permises) or cloud-based installations
- Hosting static websites (GitLab Pages)

Contact us: gitlab@almtoolbox.com +972-722-405-222 or 866-503-1471 (US)